Scenarios for the South Caucasus and Central Asia
The South Caucasus and Central Asia is a region often viewed through a narrow historical lens, in which the Soviet era looms larger than the region’s proud history of centrality to the global economy and as home to cutting-edge thinkers. The region has untapped potential to play an important economic role in the world. As countries reflect on how best to pursue their economic objectives in transforming this potential into reality, they must ask themselves what role their immediate neighbours will play in supporting their aspirations, and how regional relations can best be shaped to maximize collective benefits.

Both lingering and new political tensions throughout Eurasia constantly clamour for immediate attention, diverting the region from focusing on its fundamental strengths. It may therefore seem like an odd moment to suggest raising our eyes to the long-term horizon of 2035 and discussing opportunities for economic collaboration. In these volatile times, conventional thinking postulates that there is an order of priority between addressing urgent political obstacles in the short term and pursuing economic opportunities in the long term. Yet it is precisely at such times that it is important to consider that to overcome political stalemate, nurturing budding economic partnerships can contribute to creating the trust needed to address existing tensions. And it is in times when short-term crises crowd out our thinking that it is most valuable to force ourselves to consider the long term, and to focus on finding common interests, creating a shared vision on which to build.

To support this strategic, cross-stakeholder thinking, the World Economic Forum initiated the Scenarios for the South Caucasus and Central Asia. This process was launched with a Strategic Dialogue on the Future of the South Caucasus and Central Asia, held in Baku on 7-8 April 2013, and over the past 18 months has involved over 500 participants. The scenario approach that underpins this project supports decision-makers in assessing major changes to their operating contexts, which are beyond their control, and to prepare them to both seize relevant new opportunities and pro-actively address potential risks. It also allows stakeholders to hold a constructive dialogue on current decisions made in the South Caucasus and Central Asia about the future of regional frameworks based on the deeper factors that will shape the region, rather than merely pitting actors against one another in a debate for or against specific institutions.

It is hoped that this report will widen the lens through which this region’s prospects are viewed by serving as a resource for stakeholders to create a more sustainable and prosperous future.
The increasing complexity of the world economy brings opportunities as well as risks. With this in mind, the State Oil Company of the Azerbaijan Republic (SOCAR) supports the Forum’s Scenarios for the South Caucasus and Central Asia project to gain a better understanding of the changing landscape in our country and region, and to forge avenues for sustainable prosperity that had not been considered before.

We were particularly pleased to support the Forum’s Strategic Dialogue on the Future of the South Caucasus and Central Asia in Baku on 7-8 April 2013, which brought together over 300 participants from the region with international leaders to engage in constructive dialogue on prospects for regional economic collaboration. The 18-month project has also conducted valuable workshops and policy discussions in Georgia, Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic, People’s Republic of China and Turkey, among other places. We are proud to have helped foster discussions on important regional matters.

These discussions made clear that just as our neighbours depend on us for their economic well-being, our own economic future is dependent not only on our own strategy and results, but on those of our partners as well. While a single economic plan for the whole region is not possible given the differing geographies and resources of constituent countries, it is realistic to aim for greater coherence, synergy and momentum in the pursuit of collective strategies.

We believe that Azerbaijan has contributed to such a process in recent years. Keenly aware of our economic interdependence with Europe and other immediate neighbours, we have also been particularly open to other economic and political partners. We believe we are now a good example of the type of multi-vector economic foreign policy highlighted in this report.

We have enjoyed the opportunity to support the World Economic Forum, with its proud history of raising questions and initiating strategic dialogue among policy-makers and leaders from business and civil society about the long-term development of the world economy. We thank the Forum for its thought leadership and convening power throughout this project.
Executive Summary

At a time when the global economy is showing signs of fundamental uncertainty in both advanced and emerging markets, the South Caucasus and Central Asia region could present an unexpected source of economic dynamism on which global investors could build. For the purposes of this report, the region comprises Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan.

As with a start-up, however, a national or regional economy can be successful only by clarifying its economic vision and developing a clear strategy for matching internal resources and comparative advantages with the demands of internal and external markets. Over 18 months, the World Economic Forum engaged over 500 stakeholders and experts in a dialogue to reflect together on the prospects of regional collaboration to attain the economic goals of the countries of South Caucasus and Central Asia, aiming to:

- Maximize the potential of their energy resources
- Integrate into global supply chains
- Create a diversified economic base
- Develop a high-standard workforce

This report finds that while short-term wins are achievable by countries acting on their own, the pursuit of these four goals will be more sustainable if action is anchored in long-term regional collaboration. Indeed, as one participant in the project highlighted, “unlike individuals, who can move as they become wealthier, countries cannot change their neighbours”. This means that no one part of the region can be stronger than its weakest link, thereby making regional solidarity a matter of rational as well as ethical importance. Ironically, the region’s current low level of regional economic interdependence makes it a good candidate for quick and easily achievable wins in this regard.

Bringing down “economic borders” in the region, which are among the highest in the world, could yield transformative impact on cross-border trade and domestic growth. It could also enhance consumer choice, facilitate home-grown production and attract greater foreign investment, all of which would help steer the region in the direction of its stated economics goals.

To achieve these gains, countries in the region will need to address their political differences, which have resulted in freezing economic resources, representing a significant collective loss for the region. Fortunately, as this project’s stakeholder consultation has highlighted, there exists favourable momentum among regional decision-makers for expanding the region’s formal and informal patterns of regional economic collaboration.

The development of economic strategies has a long lead time, however, so strategic decisions must take into account future contexts that are very likely to be different from today. Possible relevant outcomes are explored in three scenarios, helping the region to learn and prepare for whichever future arises.

Three Scenarios: Future Contexts for the Region in 2035

Split Up
In 2035, the global economy is dominated by powerful trading blocs centred on the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian oceans. Members within these blocs collaborate intensively on energy and other commercial matters, but politics and protectionism severely limit exchanges between the blocs.

Southern Gateway
The global economy of 2035 is digital, knowledge-based and dominated by newly advanced economies. South-South trade, especially in services, has become more important. The Islamic Republic of Iran is now open for business and at the centre of access to new markets for non-Western producers.

Climate Pressure
By 2035, the bubbling effects of climate change are beginning to cause havoc in the global economy. The financial ramifications of ever more costly responses to natural disasters are leading to a funding shortfall that takes its toll on global economic activity. The consequences of these disruptions include a rising demand for environmentally responsible growth.
By exploring potential upcoming challenges, the scenarios open up space to identify robust growth strategies and reflect on the potential of pursuing these strategies collectively or individually. Each scenario is followed by suggested strategic options that include, among others:

- **Becoming an inter-regional broker**: Bordering the European, Russian and Asian markets, the region is ideally positioned to play the role of a traditional trade corridor or more innovative “bridge,” “convener,” or “translator” between diverging regional economic blocs.

- **Creating the digital supply chains of the future**: The region may have an invaluable opportunity to leapfrog its integration into physical supply chains and instead invest in its digital infrastructure, workforce, and small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to capitalize on a more immaterial 21st-century economy.

- **Developing green initiatives**: The region’s potential for green-economy initiatives, including but not limited to its hydropower resources, is vast and already underway to be exploited. Opting for an environmentally friendly regional economic model could help countries not only hedge against future ecological pressures, but also possibly mitigate them.

An early exploration of the costs and benefits of implementing these or other potential strategies, whether individually or collectively, reveals that in most instances the benefits of working collaboratively appear to outweigh those of unilateral action. Indeed, working together generally makes a decisive difference between short- and long-term gains, for while a country can easily achieve quick wins on its own, its longer-term sustainable prosperity will typically rely on the ability to ensure stability in its immediate environment.
Introduction: Rethinking Prospects for Regional Prosperity

When the countries of the South Caucasus and Central Asia region – for the purposes of this report Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan – are viewed together, it is often through too narrow a prism. In the future, however, the region has the potential to establish a fresh identity as a centre of activity within a new, 21st-century economy.

For a large part of the last two millennia, the region found itself located at the world’s economic centre of gravity. Its position was summed up by a term that continues to have deep resonance today: the “Silk Route”. The global economic centre of gravity was pulled far to the north and west over the last two centuries (Figure 1) by the Industrial Revolution in Europe and the United States. However, the growth of China and India in particular is poised to pull it back to the east and south again, thereby potentially returning the region into the limelight if it is able to capitalize on this opportunity.

Talk of a New Silk Route has become increasingly common, with growing interest in linking China’s production capacities to Europe’s consumer market through rail, among other means. However, the ambition of recreating former trading glories risks over-reliance on the continuance of external factors outside the control of regional decision-makers, such as China’s westward focus and the domestic growth it relies on. Indeed, while the region’s location – sitting at the confluence of the world’s greatest population and economic centres – is a potential advantage given the world’s shifting economic geography, focusing on it too narrowly risks overlooking transformations in the region’s surroundings, or ignoring its other potential advantages, such as the power of its domestic market.

While the Silk Route remains an evocative catchphrase for branding purposes, attempts to revive this historical notion may have taken the concept too literally, and thereby have overshadowed the need for a deeper rethinking of the region’s “business idea” in the world market.

In this context, the World Economic Forum provides an impartial, forward-looking platform for business leaders and policy-makers to commonly reflect on the prospects of regional collaboration for achieving its economic goals. This process started with the World Economic Forum Strategic Dialogue on the Future of the South Caucasus and Central Asia, Baku, Azerbaijan 7-8 April 2013. Throughout its course into 2014, it has involved over 500 participants in interviews, workshops and other Forum events, both within and around the region. This report which captures the main insights of the process aims to support further reflection without being confined to an otherwise valuable discussion of the specific institutional initiatives that have attempted, each in their own way, to provide coherence to this region (Box 1).
Consultations with stakeholders reveal that when countries in the region envision what it would take to create their sustainable economic prosperity, four common goals emerge:

- Maximize the potential of their energy resources
- Integrate into global supply chains
- Create a diversified economic base
- Develop a high-standard workforce

Part I of this report begins by exploring whether regional economic collaboration could be a valuable avenue for countries in the region to better and more quickly reach their common goals for achieving sustainable economic prosperity in the region. Part II presents scenarios of three possible future contexts for the region as well as strategic options to help its stakeholders think about how to best pursue, individually or collectively, the economic goals of their countries. The options presented in this report are not intended to be exhaustive. Instead, they serve as a starting point to spark further discussion on other possible options for the region to successfully deliver on its economic goals, and how best to pursue them.
Figure 1: Evolution of the Earth’s Economic Centre of Gravity
AD 1 to 2025

Note: Economic centre of gravity is calculated by weighting locations by GDP in three dimensions and projected to the nearest point on the earth’s surface. The surface projection of the centre of gravity shifts north over the course of the century, reflecting the fact that in three-dimensional space America and Asia are not only “next” to each other, but also “across” from each other.

Source: McKinsey Global Institute, analysis using data from Angus Maddison; University of Groningen
Reproduced from: McKinsey Global Institute, Urban World: Cities and the rise of the consuming class, June 2012

Box 1: Regional Institutions and the Eurasian Economic Union

A choice was made in this report not to focus on the individual merits of the many institutional initiatives that have attempted to shape the region to date. Instead, the approach was to explore the underlying logic for economic collaboration in the region, as well as the exogenous factors that will influence the future contexts for stakeholders’ decisions on institutional agreements. In so doing, this report aims to promote a common understanding of the region’s potential for a sustainable and prosperous future, rather than to engage in a shorter-term and at times politically tainted debate over the details of singular institutional designs.

Ongoing policy developments within the region at the time of this writing nevertheless suggest the need to mention one such institutional endeavour – namely, the Eurasian Economic Union (EEU), which is expected to become operational in January 2015. Much of the current debate about the EEU has, however, been dominated by geopolitical considerations, as illustrated by recent tensions over the future of the Ukrainian economy.

An attempt was made throughout this project to address this issue through a more economically grounded narrative, as was the case during a round-table session held at the 2013 World Economic Forum Moscow Meeting, which brought Andrey Slepnev, Minister of Trade, Eurasian Economic Commission, and Igor Finogenov, Chairman of the Management Board, Eurasian Development Bank, together with international economists and business figures.

The scenarios presented in this report help to contextualize regional stakeholders’ decisions about whether and which institutions to join, rather than to prescribe any of them. More broadly, the foresight methodologies underpinning the report can help stakeholders reflect on the future of the EEU and other institutional developments in a more holistic and sustainable fashion than has sometimes been the case.

For instance, a number of important uncertainties may warrant further consideration, such as:

- To what extent will economic and political logic ever be separable in the development of the EEU (or indeed in other examples of regionalism)?
- How can the EEU and other regional blocs, including but not limited to the European Union (EU), interact in a productive way? Is open regionalism achievable?
- Can the EEU prosper if its membership remains limited to post-Soviet states? Under what conditions may countries with no shared Soviet past desire to join the EEU?
- Need the EEU be forever led by the Russian Federation? How would an economic downturn or other domestic change within the Russian Federation impact the EEU’s future?

Only by answering these and other critical questions about the region’s longer-term future can stakeholders in the South Caucasus and Central Asia develop robust strategies for their institutional choices.
Part I: The Case for Regional Economic Collaboration

This section analyses the case for regional economic collaboration as a means of achieving the region’s economic goals of maximizing the potential of its energy resources, integrating into global supply chains, creating a diversified economic base and developing a high-standard workforce.

A country’s capacity to succeed will always depend at first on the stability and cohesiveness of its immediate environment, especially when considering resilience against downturns that are either exogenous (such as a global economic crisis) or endogenous (for example, the breakdown of a more fragile neighbour). As one participant in this project highlighted, “Unlike individuals, who can move as they become wealthier, countries cannot change their neighbours.” The success of a region, however loosely it may be defined, indeed depends on the strength of its weakest link, thereby justifying a form of proactive solidarity and collaboration, if only for economic ends. In this sense, regional collaboration reinforces all countries’ prospects by strengthening each country’s destiny.

Further, economic issues typically serve as the most achievable routes to collaboration. Their promises of growth make it easier to identify win-win opportunities to build and later capitalize on in other areas of relations between states, with potential positive feedback loops.

Economic disparities in the region are substantial – but that may indicate potential for remarkable, easy wins

Currently, little sense exists of the South Caucasus and Central Asia being a common market, or even a coherent one. In terms of competitiveness, according to the World Economic Forum’s Global Competitiveness Report 2014-2015, the gap in ranking between the highest and lowest performers in the region is 70 ranks (out of a total of 144 countries). As shown in Figure 2, the largest gross domestic product (GDP) in the region is over 30 times greater than the lowest, and is nearly 13 times greater when measured on a GDP-per-capita basis. At present, the region is composed of highly diverging economies. In terms of connectedness, the region lags far behind others in intra-regional trade flows, with fully 96% of exports going outside the region.¹
Data from the World Bank’s World Development Report 2009: Reshaping Economic Geography show that the “economic borders” between countries in the South Caucasus and Central Asia region are notably high, as with many early emerging countries, compared to advanced economies (Figures 3 and 4). Building on these data, HSBC Global Research points out that in the 1950s and 1960s, the same could have been said for those countries now considered to be in the developed world, and that their example shows that a concerted effort to collaborate on reducing barriers to trade and other economic flows can have a transformative effect on domestic economies, particularly those suffering from small size or a landlocked status. As shown in Figure 3, the countries in the region share some of the highest economic borders in the world and, in this sense, represent a type of “last frontier” for both intra-regional and global economic integration.

Figure 2: The South Caucasus and Central Asia: A Region of Heterogeneity

Figure 3: Differences in Economic Borders

Note: The width of the borders is proportional to a summary measure of each country’s restrictions to the flow of goods, capital, people and ideas with all other countries. Dark grey areas = insufficient data

Reproduced from: King, S. The Southern Silk Road: Turbocharging “South-South” economic growth, HSBC Global Research, June 2011
Collaboration and prosperity often go hand in hand – and gains could be particularly high in this region

As suggested in the DHL Global Connectedness Index 2012 (Figure 5), the wealthiest regions in the world – Europe, North America, East Asia and the Pacific – are also the most economically connected. Although this does not imply that a direct causal link exists between integration and economic prosperity, and while affluent regions certainly benefit from other determinant factors such as strong institutions, it does appear that the regions with more trade flows also tend to be broadly more economically successful. The South Caucasus and Central Asia region, which is conflated here with South Asia, forms the region with the lowest intra-regional trade flows. If greater intra-regional trade is correlated with regional prosperity, then the region’s lag may be interpreted as a sign of great potential economic gains.
The economic logic behind this link between greater trade and wealth is explored by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) in its *Transition Report 2012: Integration across Borders*. It points out that lowering trade barriers should enhance consumer choice by stimulating greater competition among producers, which could be vitally important to the South Caucasus and Central Asia. Currently, consumers in the region bear much of the cost of high trade barriers, as is, for example, the case with agricultural products for which consumers pay high excise taxes, as illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6: The South Caucasus and Central Asia: Consumers Losing from Barriers to Trade (the Particular Example of Uzbekistan)

In parallel to these benefits for consumers, economic collaboration also promises to give producers in the region more reliable access to higher-quality and/or lower-priced inputs for production. For example, more collaboration around natural resource management could mean more reliable electricity supply, while even lower barriers to labour mobility – a metric on which the region already scores relatively well – could help maximize the region’s high-quality workforce.

The region’s producers and, more generally, its economy could also benefit in that collaborative regions offer larger markets for both regional and foreign producers, thereby attracting proportionately more investment than nations acting alone. This directly echoes views heard in this project’s stakeholder consultations and represented in the “Frustrated” paradigm (Box 2). A concrete example of how regional collaboration can be a powerful tool to attract investment is captured in the concept of “growth poles” applied in *The Africa Competitiveness Report 2013*, published by the Forum in collaboration with the World Bank and the African Development Bank. Growth poles are created by coordinated investments in many sectors, usually combining public, private and cross-border investment, thus requiring some form of regional collaboration. The poles are intended to support self-sustaining industrialization by generating further medium-term investment and employment. Creating growth poles could be a particularly attractive strategy for the South Caucasus and Central Asia, given the concept’s acute applicability to capitalizing on the region’s rich natural resources.

Furthermore, if using such strategies helps regional collaboration to indeed achieve higher investment and a greater fluidity of capital, this could lead to an even more productive allocation of investment in a region endowed with large sovereign wealth funds. This, in turn, could help nations to diversify their economies, as capital tends to be attracted as a priority to areas of objective comparative advantage. As the EBRD’s 2012 report points out, this in turn can become a step towards further integration into the global economy, as “countries within a regional integration area can build cross-border production chains by leveraging each other’s comparative advantages and subsequently exporting the finished product outside that area”.

Another way that regional collaboration can help to increase integration into global supply chains is through trade facilitation measures, which seek to simplify trade procedures and reduce barriers to trade. Supply chain barriers include all factors that limit trade before and after goods cross the border, such as the lack of adequate transport and infrastructure, or heavy administrative procedures.

As highlighted by another recent Forum report, measures to tackle these barriers and facilitate trade have a positive effect on both trade and economic growth (Figure 7). Indeed, reducing supply chain barriers can have a far greater impact than reducing formal trade barriers such as tariffs. The report found that if every country in the world improved these supply chain barriers just halfway to the level of global best practice, global GDP could increase by $2.6 trillion (4.7%) and exports by $1.6 trillion (14.5%). For certain countries in the South Caucasus and Central Asia region, these barriers are significant, particularly with regard to transportation costs, customs procedures and corruption. The report also found that this region is one of those set to reap the greatest benefits from reforms to enable trade: decreasing supply chain barriers could raise exports by an estimated 65% and imports by 49%, as well as the region’s GDP by 8%, which is the second-highest potential gain in the world.
Non-economic obstacles to collaboration remain to be overcome

The South Caucasus and Central Asia region is therefore set to particularly benefit from the payoffs of greater regional collaboration – or, conversely, to avoid the opportunity cost of its absence. The term “frozen conflicts” is often applied to certain of the region’s security tensions; less appreciated is the consequence that the region suffers from what can be called a syndrome of “frozen economic resources” due to its broader set of political tensions.

Similar analysis has been conducted into the economic costs of other conflict situations. A World Bank analysis in 2013 found, for example, that Israeli checkpoints reduced the potential GDP of the West Bank by 6%. In the South Caucasus and Central Asia region, various studies estimate the opportunity costs of political tensions and the currently limited regional collaboration, and highlight how they channel into wide-ranging aspects of the economy. According to a World Bank study in 2000 and a report by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) in 2005, improvements in regional collaboration could lead to GDP growth of 30-38% for the South Caucasus and 50-100% for Central Asia over a 10-year period. If transport corridors were developed within the region, trade could rise by up to 160% overall, and transit trade could increase by 113%. These transport corridors could further induce significant savings in supply chain costs and create employment. As for the region’s natural environment, the aforementioned UNDP report assesses that improved regional collaboration could prevent a yearly loss of 3.6% in GDP thanks to better water management. These estimated opportunity costs are collated in Figure 8.
In each of these cases, settling political tensions will be at the heart of maximizing economic opportunities. Indeed, while some initiatives – primarily at a unilateral and bilateral level – have improved aspects of the region’s economic fluidity in recent years, the South Caucasus and Central Asia region remains fraught with political obstacles to greater economic collaboration among its nations. Both longstanding tensions among certain countries within the region and external security threats have served as justifications for barriers to regional trade.

As a consequence of this relative stalemate, the region as a whole, and many of its parts, currently suffer unnecessary economic losses. The status quo is particularly insidious because not only have political tensions directly prevented economic gains, but they have also precluded existing or budding exchanges from serving as a thawing mechanism, by shunning their potential as shoots of trust-building developments.

There is momentum behind increasing regional economic collaboration

It is easy to forget that regions which now benefit from close collaboration once faced problems that seemed insurmountable, both from apparent lack of economic complementarity and lack of political trust. That they overcame their own obstacles suggests that the South Caucasus and Central Asia region can do so as well, given sufficient desire and political will.

The stakeholder consultations undertaken indicate that political will exists: more stakeholders were concerned about the feasibility than the desirability of greater regional economic collaboration (Figure 9). For this project, over 500 participants from all eight countries in the region were engaged, all of whom participated in one or several of the nine round-table, panel or workshop discussions in Baku, Tbilisi, Bishkek, Astana, Moscow, Istanbul, Dalian and Davos-Klosters. In addition to these discussions, nearly 200 stakeholders participated in a formal voting exercise conducted in April 2013 during the Forum’s Strategic Dialogue on the Future of the South Caucasus and Central Asia, in which 60% thought the region’s most likely economic future would be one of integration, about 20% indicated fragmentation and roughly 15% polarization.
In addition to these stakeholder perceptions, a closer look at the data provides cause for encouragement, suggesting that intra-regional trade is greater than expected for certain countries in the region, and with regard to non-fossil fuel exports (Figure 10). Although intra-regional trade represents a mere 4% of regional export trade in total, this average disguises exceptions: in Georgia and the Kyrgyz Republic, for instance, the share is approximately 40% (Figure 2). The percentage is also skewed by the dominance of fossil fuels in the region’s export products; without these, the portion of intra-regional trade nearly triples from 4 to 11%.

Figure 10: The South Caucasus and Central Asia: More Intra-Regional Trade Than Meets the Eye

These statistics also cover only formal trade. While estimates vary, informal trade – based on goods often imported from China, but primarily re-exported within the region – is also believed to be significant, at over 250% higher than official trade figures in the Kyrgyz Republic, and nearly 60% higher in Tajikistan. This points to a high level of intra-regional activity even where it is discrete. In addition, anecdotal evidence exists that cross-border investment is growing within the region, with Kazakh investment into the Kyrgyz Republic, Uzbekistan and Tajikistan estimated by some at close to $900 million in the 2005-2012 period.

Overall, the Eurasian Development Bank has noted that the “level of integration in the energy, agriculture and education sectors is higher in Central Asia than in the rest of the post-Soviet space.” Such exchanges – particularly those at a grass-roots level – are significant when thinking about future prospects of regional economic collaboration, as they are highly resilient to policy volatility or contextual changes given their need-driven nature and their multiple points of origin. As the report of the Forum’s first Global Meeting of Regional Organizations (2012) observes: “This type of bottom-up regionalization often leads to more institutionalized forms of regionalism, as common norms and regulations are needed to facilitate transaction flows. Once set up, these types of regional organizations often take on a life of their own.” This is also the spirit behind a recent proposal by the World Bank for the creation of a “Levant Private Sector Network” to represent the influence and interests of business actors in that region’s cross-border economic space. Such an initiative could be a source of inspiration for private-sector players in South Caucasus and Central Asia, known to be particularly active both historically and today.

Box 2 provides an overview of some of the recurring arguments heard throughout the project’s stakeholder consultation about the desirability and feasibility of increased regional economic collaboration. Appetite for more freedoms among private-sector actors throughout the region, including in cross-border activities, was evident in the stakeholder consultations, pointing to the possibility that business actors at many levels may already trust each other more than their non-economic peers. Such a hypothesis would reflect not only the fact that a degree of trust is necessary for commercial exchanges to flourish, but also that commerce has often been a vector of trust-generation in itself.

As noted earlier, however, such energy will be stifled so long as confidence does not also define the nature of political relations within the region. In turn, in order for such sound economic and political relations to exist between countries, trust must characterize domestic relations, allowing leaders to encourage free cross-border flows rather than worrying about their effects on their nations’ futures.
Box 2: Paradigms of the Nuances of Stakeholder Views

The sceptics

I am mostly not convinced by the benefits of regional economic collaboration.

Arguments heard

The Sceptics were not persuaded by the arguments for regional economic collaboration. In general, they believe that the difficulties posed by economic disparities, lack of trade complementarity and long-standing political tensions among countries in the region are so forbidding that greater benefits are likely to come from pursuing economic exchanges with partners outside the region.

The daunted

I am entirely favourable to regional economic collaboration, but the costs are very high.

Arguments heard

The Daunted favour greater collaboration in principle, but are seriously concerned about the potential implementation costs. Common arguments include ceding hard-won national sovereignty too early after gaining it, the need for strong borders to tackle illicit trade and terrorism, and the potential for threats to domestic stability from pursuing politically and economically costly reforms.

The frustrated

I would like to pursue further regional economic collaboration, but factors outside of my control limit my ability to do so.

Arguments heard

The Frustrated take a favourable view of regional economic collaboration but fear their enthusiasm is not shared by others in the region, and suspect a new generation of leaders will have to emerge before it becomes practical. Their concerns focus on disappointments owed to a lack of following for their attempts at leadership, pointing out that it is doubtful whether one country can reap the benefits of even the most challenging reforms if these are not emulated by neighbours.

Source: Stakeholder consultations
Part II: Scenarios for a Changing Economic Geography and their Implications for Strategic Decisions

Charting a course to achieve the four goals identified in stakeholder consultations as common across the region’s countries – maximizing the potential of energy resources, creating a diversified economic base and integrating into global supply chains – is not a straightforward task. The development of economic strategies has a long lead time, so strategic decisions must consider future contexts that are very likely to be different from today.

Scenarios can be used to help leaders make more robust decisions about growth strategies (Box 3). Three scenarios – whose time horizon is 2035 – have been developed to describe possible future contexts for the region and its evolving economic geography. While exploring potential challenges, each opens up space to reflect on potential collaborative growth opportunities. The drivers of change discussed throughout the conversations that led to the development of these scenarios were numerous and, as with all scenario exercises, their potential combinations limitless. The narratives have hence been identified for their ability to do the following:

- Speak to the region’s economic goals of maximizing its energy potential, integrating into global supply chains, creating diversified economies and developing a high-standard workforce
- Challenge stakeholders’ assumptions about the future context in which these goals will have to be achieved, including as pertains to the rise of potential new opportunities
- Allow stakeholders to reflect on the merits of regional economic collaboration as a means for achieving these goals

The strategic options presented after each scenario are intended neither as prescriptive policy recommendations nor as an exhaustive list of suggestions, but as a guide to help begin collaborative thinking about what the best options for the region’s sustainable prosperity could be, based on numerous workshop outputs and other stakeholder consultations. For each strategy option, this report lays out a number of supporting arguments for an individual, country-level approach to implementation that is then contrasted with a more collaborative, regional approach in pursuing the strategy.

Box 3: Why Scenarios?

When situations are crucial but highly uncertain, it would be unwise to rely on predictions. Yet, it is necessary to assess what future contexts might look like to assist current decision-making. Scenarios provide this assessment. They are not forecasts, but plausible views of different possible futures, opening up the understanding of how things could be.

Scenarios are not ends in themselves. The World Economic Forum does not provide recommendations. Scenarios provide a framework for stakeholders to develop new ideas and solutions, and for better-informed and more robust decision-making in the light of future developments. The process itself allows the building of social capital to drive change from the learning generated in the process.
Split Up

In 2035, the global economy is dominated by powerful trading blocs centred on the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian oceans. Members within these blocs collaborate intensively on energy and other commercial matters, but politics and protectionism severely limit exchanges between the blocs.

Contextual Pathways

In retrospect, by the mid-2010s clear signs had emerged that the era of economic globalization was giving way to a new age of economic regionalism. The pace of this fragmentation accelerated when the EU decided to establish a 20-year moratorium on new members. This measure was one of the ways in which the EU sought to protect the revival of its economies that resulted from its long-negotiated but finally successful Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) with the United States.

Since then, the world economy has become increasingly fragmented into regional trading blocs, each with its own regulations and extensive barriers to both transregional supply chains and inter-regional imports. India, now at the helm of an “Indian Ocean Economic Club”, finally emerged in the 2020s as a global economic power player, ignoring the lingering security tensions of a progressively developing but still fragile Afghanistan to its north, and instead choosing to focus on its ocean-wide influence.

China, facing a slowdown of its growth following the drop in global demand for its goods – owing to the fragmentation of the global economy as well as a domestic decline in consumption – began efforts to join the bustling Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) that had allowed the United States and East Asia to sustain their economic health at a high point despite geopolitical uncertainties. This East Asian economic robustness benefited from a “Look East” policy of Russia, among other trends, which attempted to manage a progressive decline of its economy by expanding its eastward ties through agreements that included privileged access to its energy reserves, on occasion at arguably discounted rates.

European energy strategies have also become increasingly marked by political considerations, seeking to complement traditional Eastern suppliers with growing North American and Mediterranean imports. The year 2035 is one in which it is hard to distinguish economics from politics.

Impact of the Contextual Pathways on the South Caucasus and Central Asia Region

The EU’s protectionist turn represents a blow to the South Caucasus in particular, as hopes of future membership are being laid to rest and existing trading ties curtailed. Central Asia, for its part, has been badly affected not merely by the slowdowns of both its Russian and Chinese economic partners, but by its exclusion from their growing bilateral ties as well.

Whereas the creation of an Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB) led to hopes of grand Beijing-financed projects in the mid-2010s, China’s capital shortage is resulting in gradually fewer investments in the region. Similarly, the Russian Federation’s own economic slowdown is leading to a nationalistic turn against Central Asian migrant labour, hurting the remittances it long funded. It is true that the Eurasian Economic Union remains functioning, but its scope is limited in such a context. Furthermore, whereas Central Asia was for a time a beneficiary of the Sino-Russian rapprochement – as its prime intermediary – China’s economic limitations and the Russian Federation’s political turn mean that neither party now sees the need to engage the region in their relationship.

Formal and informal trade flows are being highly impacted by the difficulty of exporting goods from the South Caucasus and Central Asia to most markets. Even where potential demand for the region’s products still exists, as in Europe or throughout the broad Indian Ocean area, it is becoming difficult to produce goods that are acceptable to multiple trade partners, due to both the political implications of economic exchanges and more mundane variations in regulatory requirements.

In general, the region risks being largely left out in the cold economically by the protectionist behaviour of the world’s regional trading blocs. Even the region’s energy sector is being affected by this fragmentation of the global economy. Not only has China’s demand slowed, but both its needs and those of other East Asian consumers are being catered to by a Russian Federation that depends more than ever on exporting its own energy resources. European demand is being sustained, but is focused on supplies closer to home or originating from its new trans-Atlantic partnership. South Asian energy needs, though repeatedly hailed as a potential recipient for Central Asia’s energy surplus, are being largely cut off from the region by insecure distribution channels, given Afghanistan’s lingering security tensions.
Signposts (Early Indicators of this Future)

Ongoing negotiations for the development of the TTIP and TPP mega-regional trade agreements have the potential to reshape the map of the global economy (Figure 11).

Figure 11: New Regional Trade Alliances (selected)

CURRENT AND NEGOTIATING COUNTRIES

- TPP
- TTIP
- Eurasian Economic Union
- African Free Trade Zone

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TPP</th>
<th>TTIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| - Eliminate tariffs and barriers to the trade of goods and services
| - Facilitate the development of production and supply chains
| - Improve regulatory coherence
| - Boost competitiveness
| - Reduce tariffs
| - Align regulations and standards
| - Improve protection for overseas investors
| - Increase foreign access to services and government procurement markets


Because of their size and reach, the TPP and TTIP mark significant steps in the cementing of regional arrangements as the preeminent locus of trade negotiations and have triggered interest in a number of similar initiatives … The possibility that countries such as Brazil, India, Russia, and Indonesia, largely excluded from the mega-regionals, will become more protectionist or obstructive cannot be dismissed.

Uri Dadush, Senior Associate and Director, International Economics Program, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, March 2014

Establishing closer ties with the People’s Republic of China – our trusted friend – is Russia’s unconditional foreign policy priority. Now Russia-China cooperation is advancing to a new stage of comprehensive partnership and strategic interaction. It would not be wrong to say that it has reached the highest level in all its centuries-long history.

Vladimir Putin, President of the Russian Federation, May 2014

We welcome the prospect of US liquid natural gas exports in the future since additional global supplies will benefit Europe and other strategic partners … We agree on the importance of redoubling transatlantic efforts to support European energy security to further diversify energy sources and suppliers.

EU-US Summit Joint Statement, March 2014
Strategic Options to Consider for this Scenario

1 – The region develops its own regional market: In a world characterized by a trend towards omnipresent economic regionalism, the region could opt to maximize the opportunities presented by its 100-million-large consumer base in 2035 by becoming a regional market of its own. Such a strategy need not lead to a similarly closed-off market akin to the other regional blocs described in this scenario. Rather, it would simply aim to make the most of intra-regional markets currently fragmented due to subpar policy and administrative barriers, in a context where extra-regional demand has been made all the more difficult to access. Given the close interdependencies between regional collaboration and diversification, such a strategy may help the region diversify its economic base in addition to supporting demand.

Reasons for countries to pursue this strategy individually:
- **Unilateral impact:** Economic history shows that country-level measures, such as unilateral liberalization of trade, can have notably large effects on cross-border transactions even in the absence of reciprocation.
- **Snowball effect:** Such unilateral measures, given their creation of a basis of trust, could stimulate a snowball effect leading to progressively reciprocal responses.

Reasons for countries to pursue this strategy collectively:
- **Mutual concessions:** It may be easier to achieve a necessary reduction of tariff and non-tariff barriers collectively, as plurilateral negotiations can allow for mutual concessions and facilitate an agreement.
- **Regional coherence:** Intra-regional trade is boosted if countries specialize in different goods, rather than if several among them produce similar or identical goods. Collaboration in developing export strategies is a critical step towards this.
- **Internal mobility:** Movement of people within the region is already high relative to other intra-regional flows, as discussed earlier in this report. This may provide a head start for the development of a common labour and consumer market.

2 – The region becomes an inter-regional broker: To the extent that it remains possible to work with more than one of the divided regional blocs envisaged in this scenario, the region is ideally positioned – bordering the European, Russian and Asian markets – to play the role of a traditional trade corridor or more innovative “bridge,” “convener,” or “translator” between diverging blocs. Such a strategy could help the region overcome the effects of the breakdown in global supply chains depicted in this scenario by recreating and positioning itself at the centre of new, albeit weaker bonds among the world’s divided economic blocs.

Reasons for countries to pursue this strategy individually:
- **Diplomatic head start:** Each country may have already invested efforts in building close bilateral ties with a certain regional bloc, which it would be reluctant to give up as its national comparative advantage.
- **Negotiation agility:** Though perhaps short-sighted, attempts at balancing between partnerships with diverging regional blocs may be more easily pursued by countries individually, rather than their having the burden of collective alignment.

Reasons for countries to pursue this strategy collectively:
- **Collective leverage:** Negotiations with regional blocs are likely to be more challenging for any individual country without the leverage of regional cohesion. Countries acting alone may specifically find it more difficult to divorce political and economic influences in their discussions with regional blocs.
- **Open passage:** If the region aspires to offer a transit route between different regional blocs, it will need collaboration on common transport infrastructure and openness in its cross-border relations.
- **Common platform:** A degree of collaboration will also be needed for the region to become a non-physical broker among blocs – for example, as translator of regulations and other immaterial barriers to trade.
- **Diplomatic credibility:** The region will have more diplomatic credibility as a broker in the divided world economy if it has demonstrated the capacity to solve its own political disputes and develop trust among its countries.
Southern Gateway
Southern Gateway

The global economy of 2035 is digital, knowledge-based and dominated by newly advanced economies. South-South trade, especially in services, has become more important. The Islamic Republic of Iran is now open for business and at the centre of access to new markets for non-Western producers.

Contextual Pathways

Two trends have transformed the world economy since 2014. Firstly, what are now called the "newly advanced" (formerly "emerging") economies have successfully achieved their transition of becoming leaders in the global economy, with an ever-larger share of global trade now being conducted strictly among themselves rather than with mature markets. The warming of the Islamic Republic of Iran's relationship with the West in the late 2010s and its subsequent integration into the global economy served, in particular, as a psychological turning point towards a decidedly post-Western economic landscape.

Secondly, the global economy has become even more service-oriented, knowledge-based and digital in nature. The burgeoning of middle classes in South Asia, the Middle East and sub-Saharan Africa, among other places, consequently presented opportunities not only for emerging market producers, but also for non-Western service providers. In Eurasia in particular, a tandem composed of the Islamic Republic of Iran and Turkey – sometimes called the “Southern Gateway”– has helped unlock both physical and digital supply chains at the crossroads of three continents.

The transformation of the world’s consulting and digital industries in this new economy has become an interesting case study of how small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in emerging markets have profited from their proactivity in this increasingly multipolar world. Indeed, in a notable trend, historically-powerful Western consultancies and digital services providers were progressively blindsided throughout the 2020s by competition from emerging-market firms that better understood the nuances of non-Western approaches and ideas. Examples of being overtaken have become common in the new, post-Western global economy.

Impact of the Contextual Pathways on the South Caucasus and Central Asia Region

Significant trade opportunities are opening up for the region's SMEs. China’s relative wage increases and East Asia's deepening middle-income trap of the early 2020s have created space for the region in manufacturing exports. Meanwhile, new demand for innovative consulting and digital services is playing to the strengths of the region’s high-quality workforce and its historical role as a conveyor of knowledge and ideas.

Some are calling the rise of this more skilled workforce the era of the region’s “tech nomads”, in reference to its history of population mobility. Social media platforms within the region – including its now-famed “ChatEurasia” messaging service – are playing a role in this new development, creating a degree of regional identity with consequences for the fluidity of its labour market. All in all, the increasingly digital nature of the world economy is providing the region with the potential to overcome its landlocked status by leapfrogging into immaterial supply chains.

In a similar surpassing of the region’s formerly limited connectivity, the spectacular rise of SMEs leads to the development of myriad land-based hubs that together create a more balanced picture of the region’s economic geography. This move away from a Soviet heritage of focus on capital cities represents a renewal of the region’s harmonious urban vibrancy, unseen for centuries.

Both Turkey and the Islamic Republic of Iran, in particular, are serving this trend by becoming important distributors of the region’s goods and services in new Middle Eastern and African markets. Iranian investors are reactivating their country’s historical eastward economic links, while Turkey’s role in the region builds on its ancient affinities throughout Eurasia. Despite that Iranian resources are now competing against the region’s energy exports (to Europe in particular), the country’s opening is generally being perceived as a net benefit for the South Caucasus and Central Asia.
Signposts (Early Indicators of this Future)

The rising importance of emerging markets in world trade has been associated with the growth in South-South trade corridors (trade between developing markets). The shares both of South-South and of North-South trade (trade between developed and developing countries) have expanded over the last twenty years at the expense of North-North trade.

Standard Chartered, 2014

The current trajectory suggests that the African middle class will grow to 1.1 billion (42%) in 2060. As African economies are growing (7 of the 10 fastest growing in the world are African), the wealth is trickling down and Africa now has the fastest-growing middle class in the world.

Deloitte, 2012

The basket of products consumed by China, India and other emerging nations as they “catch-up” with the developed world will, at the margin, be very different from the basket of products consumed by a typical Westerner. Who will produce these goods and services?

HSBC Global Research, June 2011

Global flows were once the domain preserve of governments and the largest companies. But digitization is now opening the door of flows to small and medium-sized enterprises and even individual entrepreneurs to take part in cross-border commerce and exchanges, giving rise to a new era of micromultinationals.

McKinsey Global Institute, April 2014

Strategic Options to Consider for this Scenario

1 – The region revamps its historical supply chains: Given the region’s unique geographic position at the crossroads of emerging-market growth centres, and its existing production capacities and know-how, it could work to revamp historical supply chains in which its comparative advantage has been but temporarily held up. These include automobiles, textiles, and agriculture and processed foods, among others, all of which would help to achieve the region’s goal of economic diversification, as well as integration into global supply chains, by taking advantage of its geographic location at the doorstep of future growth markets.

Reasons for countries to pursue this strategy individually:
- **Historical advantage**: Individual countries have national histories of comparative advantage in certain of these sectors which they may seek to capitalize on.
- **Targeted reform**: Some of the policies to stimulate new supply chains can be pursued effectively at a national level, such as openness to foreign investment, and policies to encourage the development of SMEs through a conducive environment.

Reasons for countries to pursue this strategy collectively:
- **Economies of scale**: It is likely to be more efficient and competitive to produce goods in multi-country supply chains with economies of scale, rather than in individual countries acting alone.
- **Specialization**: The region’s countries are likely to have more export success if they avoid producing similar goods, by taking into account their neighbours’ strategies and elaborating common strategies.
- **Common infrastructure**: Collaboration on smooth transportation of goods between countries, and common infrastructure to facilitate it, is necessary to integrate into international supply chains.
- **Common standards**: Collaboration to agree on standards helps ensure products are suitable for their export markets.
- **Knowledge flows**: Cross-border flows of information and knowledge encourage the innovation and technological change that drive economic growth.
- **Labour efficiency**: Cross-border flows of people allow skilled labour to move to where it is needed most.
- **Capital allocation**: A certain level of capital market integration is necessary to allow investment to flow to where it is needed in the region and profits to be utilized effectively.

2 – The region creates its digital supply chains of the future: This scenario’s depiction of the future offers the region a chance to both diversify and overcome the limitations of its landlocked status by increasing its ability to trade in digital services. To do so, however, the region will have to invest in its digital infrastructure and workforce, and in creating an environment conducive to SME development, all of which...
will require effort. The benefits of investing in information technology as a means of supporting competitiveness have been well documented by the World Economic Forum’s Global Information Technology Report series. But beyond physical infrastructure, countries in the region will also need to support softer measures related to the development and transfer of skills and credentials through mobility and shared standards, among other means. SME development will only be encouraged through shifts in institutional governance as well.

**Reasons for countries to pursue this strategy individually:**

- **National values**: This strategy is based on workforce and education reform, which relates intimately to cultural values that are commonly seen as sensitive national policy areas.
- **Digital head start**: Some countries in the region may seek to capitalize on their head start in digital infrastructure.
- **External imports**: Leapfrogging technologies are most likely to be imported from outside the region, thereby allowing countries to upgrade their capabilities individually.
- **Post-geographic reach**: The digital economy’s immaterial nature may give individual countries the sense that they can pursue their digital supply chain strategies by leapfrogging, rather than collaborating with, their geographic neighbours.

**Reasons for countries to pursue this strategy collectively:**

- **Free exchange**: Economies based on innovation have a particular need for the free exchange of information and ideas, and would hence be at odds with a policy of isolationism.
- **Open minds**: Knowledge economies are only as strong as the workforce that constitutes them, which makes the value of a free and open regional labour market as relevant as ever.
- **Cultural edge**: While educational partnerships with leading but distant academic institutions may support capacity building, they will not be able to replace exchanges with neighbours closer to home – particularly in a world where cultural affinities have become a comparative advantage.

- **Division of labour**: Just as in a physical supply chain, digital supply chains can benefit from an interstate division of labour, capitalizing on niche specializations among countries.
- **Infrastructure interdependencies**: Underpinning the immaterial exchanges of a knowledge economy are concrete elements of infrastructure, such as fibre-optic cables whose laying requires regional collaboration.
Climate Pressure
Climate Pressure

By 2035, the bubbling effects of climate change are beginning to cause havoc in the global economy. The financial ramifications of ever more costly responses to natural disasters are leading to a funding shortfall that takes its toll on global economic activity. The consequences of these disruptions include a rising demand for environmentally responsible growth.

Contextual Pathways

Though haphazard, initiatives at various levels of governance to curb and mitigate the effects of rising temperatures gave stakeholders hope in the 2020s that they might be able to avert the worst effects of climate change. Soon, however, it became clear that the worsening impacts of climatic disruptions, originally predicted by forecasting bodies for the year 2050 and beyond, had already begun making themselves felt through a concerning rise in the intensity of extreme weather events and related natural disasters.

2028 was the worst year on record, with a path of destruction left across South-East Asia by Cyclone Ursula, soon followed by Hurricane Vincent that devastated swathes of the eastern seaboard of the United States. The losses suffered by the global insurance and reinsurance industries unexpectedly exposed systemic risks, promptly coined “financial climate risks”, and had a contagion effect on the rest of the financial system, even reaching sovereign balance sheets. The resulting liquidity crisis of 2029-2033 affected borrowers globally and sparked an economic slowdown that still continues in 2035.

In this environment of reduced economic activity and renewed urgency to limit the impact of climate change, Europe’s profile of slower but more sustainable and environmentally friendly growth has become widely seen as a model, including in the most carbon-intensive emerging economies. To the east, Japan and the Republic of Korea, with a head start in transitioning to lower-carbon economies, have taken on a leadership role in Asia as they seek to translate their experience into soft power leverage, through various financing mechanisms to support green economies abroad.

Impact of the Contextual Pathways on the South Caucasus and Central Asia Region

The world’s liquidity crisis is hitting the region’s oil and gas industry, as foreign oil and gas companies are becoming all the more conscious of preventable costs, such as those incurred by shortcomings in institutional governance. This is creating an impetus to reform domestic business climates. National oil and gas companies, with another set of mandates and comparative advantages, are trying to take up the slack left by more traditional international companies. However, they are struggling with their relative lack of know-how to upgrade infrastructure for resilience against climate-related disasters, and are running into difficulties in adequately responding to a growing scrutiny of production methods from increasingly environmentally conscious buyers outside the region.

This is creating a setback for the region’s comparative advantage in energy, just at a time when the significance of this sector to the region’s economies has grown. Indeed, other facets of the region’s economies, including agriculture and fisheries, are being so badly harmed by climate change and environmental degradation that oil and gas revenues are becoming ever more needed in response.

With the right governance incentives, however, the region sees potential in adapting to this new reality. Among other promising avenues, Japanese and Korean investments are within reach, such that the region can now consider rebuilding its economies on a greener path by harnessing its hydropower resources, among other strengths.
Strategic Options to Consider for this Scenario

1 – The region further improves its institutional governance to ensure investor confidence: If climate-related events create a liquidity crisis that increases competition for investment, the region’s business climate and institutional governance will need to be highly robust to retain the interest of international oil and gas companies. Indeed, these companies’ technical know-how and distribution networks will be even more critical to the region’s energy output; yet, in this scenario, these actors are pictured as cash-strapped and reluctant to invest in countries with high corruption costs or risks of political force majeure. This new reality points to a need for the region to further improve its institutional governance in the oil and gas sector at the very least. But interestingly, doing so would likely lead to substantial positive spillover effects into other sectors of the economy, which could help the region attract the investment needed to further diversify its economic base, thereby serving its countries far beyond their oil and gas sectors and the inevitable, eventual exhaustion of those sectors’ resources.

Reasons for countries to pursue this strategy individually:
- **Unequal starts:** Countries that have a stronger track record on governance reforms may not see the value of collaborating with neighbours who have further to travel.
- **Diverse priorities:** Areas of the business climate that need improvement tend to vary from one country to another.

Reasons for countries to pursue this strategy collectively:
- **Sharing of best practice:** The path towards effectively improving institutional governance is not always straightforward. Countries in the region might therefore benefit from each other’s learnings to avoid costly repetitions.
- **Institutional interdependencies:** As highlighted in the “Frustrated” paradigm (Box 2), the value of even the most substantial institutional reforms at a national level can be dramatically limited if such change remains confined to one nation.
- **Investor perceptions:** Persisting poor governance in even limited parts of the region could negatively affect investors’ perceptions of the region as a whole and limit their eagerness to engage with it.

2 – The region develops green economy initiatives: If climate-related pressures threaten to make the region’s oil and gas exploitation more difficult, investing in the development of greener economies can serve as both a hedge against and a potential mitigation tool for this future of environmental pressures. The region already has numerous initiatives to develop its green growth potential, but much more can be done. Investing in its hydropower resources, as one leading example, can benefit not only those countries with rich hydropower resources, but also their neighbours involved in this energy’s distribution...
channels, as well as those who may choose to invest themselves financially in such projects. This would not only respond to a vast and growing demand for electricity in the region's vicinity (including in South Asia), but would also be in sync with a world of environmental scrutiny, and will hence make the region's prosperity more sustainable.

**Reasons for countries to pursue this strategy individually:**
- **Head start:** Countries that have already begun investing substantially in green technologies or other environmentally friendly initiatives may not want to halt their efforts on account of lagging partners.
- **Varying advantages:** Different countries in the region may wish to pursue different strategies to develop green growth projects, depending on their comparative advantage.

**Reasons for countries to pursue this strategy collectively:**
- **Cross-border interdependencies:** Green growth projects such as the exploitation of hydropower can only be successful with a certain level of cooperation between the region's countries that allows for attracting investment, developing common infrastructure and distributing electricity across borders to external markets in particular.
- **Managing the commons:** The excessive exploitation of a particular regional resource, caused by individual countries' self-interest, could risk being an example of the tragedy of the commons, which can be resolved only by collective action.
- **Mitigating environmental degradation:** The effects of climate change depicted in this scenario are not certain to lead to such levels of water scarcity that the region's hydropower becomes moot. They are likely, however, to precipitate turbulence justifying the type of preparedness that can only be reached through collective investment in infrastructure and management of resources.
- **Investment costs:** Given the notably high cost of certain green investments, the region may care to pool its resources to collectively benefit from otherwise unattainable endeavours.
Key Messages and Takeaways

As mentioned in the introduction to Part II, each of the presented scenarios and suggested strategic options has been identified among a range of conceivable narratives to illustrate important messages aimed at helping stakeholders both in and outside the region to avoid the risk of crafting their long-term strategies based on potential blind spots. These messages, meant to support more robust choices today, are summarized in Box 4.

Particularly from the discussion of strategic options, it is clear that most strategies can be pursued individually, and in some cases working alone can speed up taking action. Even when this is not the case, it is still better to pursue an action individually than not at all.

In most instances, however, the benefits of working collaboratively seem to outweigh those of unilateral action. Collaborative action typically avoids costly duplication, favours collective leverage and builds on the inherent economic benefits of openness, among other gains. Furthermore, if the collective economic potential of countries in the South Caucasus and Central Asia were considered as a common resource to be managed and maximized, then the costs of squandering such great, latent prosperity by pursuing disparate and at times conflicting economic policies would become increasingly evident. In such a perspective, the need for policy coherence at a regional level would become inevitable.

Indeed, working together is generally the difference between short- and long-term gains. Individual countries can, for example, unilaterally implement governance reforms that improve their score in rankings such as the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business Index. However, future regional instabilities could drag them steadily back down again. For prosperity to be sustainable, it needs to be strengthened by collaboration with neighbours.

Towards Regional Prosperity: Benefits of Individual and Collective Pursuits

Country goals to achieve regional sustainable prosperity:
- Maximize the potential of energy resources
- Integrate into global supply chains
- Create diversified economies
- Develop a high-standard workforce

Option 1: Pursue individually
Country → Global Level

Advantages:
- Faster: more agile
- Easier: less alignment required

Option 2: Pursue collectively
Country → Regional → Global Level

Advantages:
- Higher gains: by maximizing synergies
- Greater resilience: through regional solidarity and support mechanisms
Box 4: Key Messages for the Scenarios

Each scenario and associated strategic options can be mapped out against important messages aimed at supporting the region’s current decisions.

**Split Up**

**Scenario Summary**
In 2035, the global economy is dominated by powerful trading blocs centred on the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian oceans. Members within these blocs collaborate intensively on energy and other commercial matters, but politics and protectionism severely limit exchanges between the blocs.

**Key Messages**
The existence of accessible export markets for the region’s products, including its most prized oil and gas resources, cannot be taken for granted.

(Geopolitical considerations outside the region may increasingly shape global economic decisions, with ramifications for the region’s relations with even its closest partners.

The region’s internal market represents an underexploited growth opportunity that can be valuably pursued, even without aiming to create a strictly inward-looking or secluded market.

Despite the negative externalities that a fragmented world might bring to the region, its strategic location at the geographic and cultural crossroads of all major economic centres can make it a resilient pivot for the global economy.

**Southern Gateway**

**Scenario Summary**
The global economy of 2035 is digital, knowledge-based and dominated by newly advanced economies. South-South trade, especially in services, has become more important. The Islamic Republic of Iran is now open for business and at the centre of access to new markets for non-Western producers.

**Key Messages**
While the region has legitimately been focused on its Russian, European and Chinese economic partners to date, it should not underestimate other potential trading partners that may emerge and allow the region to make use of its cross-cultural strengths.

The growing share of services in the global economy – particularly those knowledge-based and digital – represents an opportunity, if adequately capitalized on, for the region to break free from its landlocked status.

In order to seize such opportunities, however, the region must live up to international expectations for highly skilled labour, which will inevitably require a premium on social openness.

A degree of regional cooperation is necessary for the region to sustain even externally facing supply chains, with regard to both their hard and soft infrastructure requirements.

**Climate Pressure**

**Scenario Summary**
By 2035, the bubbling effects of climate change are beginning to cause havoc in the global economy. The financial ramifications of ever more costly responses to natural disasters are leading to a funding shortfall that takes its toll on economic activity. The consequences of these disruptions include a rising demand for environmentally responsible growth.

**Key Messages**
Climate change has the potential to represent a direct and indirect threat to the region, such that it should be aware of both its contribution and its potential exposure to this issue.

Even without a complete shift to a global, renewable energy future, the region’s oil and gas production may run into challenges to both the exploitation and distribution of its resources.

External pressure for the region to further collectively improve its institutional governance architecture in the energy sector could have positive ramifications for its broader economic sectors.

While the region is often considered to be a leader in oil and gas, it also has the potential to develop green economic initiatives, such as maximizing its hydropower potential.
Conclusion

This report has explored whether and how regional economic collaboration can help the South Caucasus and Central Asia region to achieve sustainable prosperity, an objective shared by its individual nations.

While formidable obstacles to achieving greater regional collaboration undoubtedly exist, the process of creating this report – with over 500 stakeholders involved in interviews, workshops and other events – showed that many within the region are well disposed in principle to the idea.

The strategic options emerging from the scenarios discussed herein make clear that while many policies for achieving sustainable prosperity can be pursued by individual nations, most policies are more robust if undertaken in collaboration with others in the region.

As a changing global economic context poses both threats and opportunities, regions that can create a coherent business idea and openly address their shortcomings will increasingly be at an advantage. There will be no place for relying on legacy, shunning a reaching hand or ignoring the need for reform.
Using the Scenarios for the South Caucasus and Central Asia

1. Testing Planned Policies and Strategies

Just as a wind tunnel tests the integrity of an airplane’s wings, the scenarios can be used to test planned policies and strategies. The aim is to understand under which conditions the policy or strategy could be best pursued, individually or collectively, or could be susceptible to changes in the future context and become a liability. The policies and strategies can then be modified to ensure they are flexible to address developments across the scenarios (for example, by being able to serve multiple purposes). Important questions to address include:

- Do these policies and strategies help reach the region’s important economic goals?
- Are they resilient in each scenario?
- Are they best pursued individually or collectively at a regional level?

2. Exploring Implications and Generating New Options

The scenarios can be used to generate new strategic and policy options. By considering different future contexts (the opportunities and threats in the scenarios), alongside the weaknesses and strengths of the country, firm or organization using them, tailored implications of the scenarios can be rendered. The implications can then be developed into options for each scenario by asking how the strengths and opportunities can be maximized, and the weaknesses and threats minimized. From there, these options can be tested, as noted in the first point, to understand which are robust across the scenarios, and which are contingent and would require an investigation of choices.
The following template can be used to generate implications and options:

Template

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Implications</th>
<th>Split Up</th>
<th>Southern Gateway</th>
<th>Climate Pressure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strengths</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weaknesses</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunities</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threats</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Developing an Early Warning Capability

The scenarios provide different “frames”, or ways of seeing developments unfolding in the context of the South Caucasus and Central Asia. Without such frames, it is difficult to differentiate the important signals from the noise. As frames, they help organize the categories of information for monitoring change. In this way, the scenarios provide an early warning capability signalling important, emerging changes.

The scenarios can be used in this capacity by considering which developments would be the entrance to each one, signalling their unfolding. Then, scanning processes can be put in place to monitor the possible developments and ensure the information is regularly analysed and discussed in policy and strategy forums.

4. Enabling Strategic Conversations

The scenarios can be used in discussions and workshops to help stakeholders understand possible developments in the future context of the South Caucasus and Central Asia, and to generate options in response. A suggested workshop outline for using the scenarios in this type of strategic conversation follows:

Sample Half-Day Workshop

**Objectives**
1. To learn about developments in the future context of the South Caucasus and Central Asia by using the scenarios
2. To understand the implications of the scenarios for the four economic goals underpinning the region’s long-term economic prosperity

**Duration**
Four hours (e.g. 13.00 - 17.00)

**Agenda**
- 13.00 - 14.00 Introduction
  Economic goals and scenarios
- 14.00 - 15.00 Breakout group discussions
  Implications of the scenarios for the South Caucasus and Central Asia region’s economic goals
- 15.00 - 15.30 Plenary
  Report from each breakout group
- 15.30 - 15.50 Coffee/tea
- 15.50 - 16.50 Round table
  Discussion of robust policy options across the scenarios to promote and encourage the region’s sustainable and long-term economic development
- 16.50 - 17.00 Next steps and closing
Annex 1: The Value of Scenarios

Scenario thinking is a powerful strategic management tool that can be used in the private, public and non-profit sectors, as well as in a multistakeholder context. While scenarios are often used to provide public- and private-sector decision-makers with the tools to anticipate potential hazards, they have also proven to be a powerful tool for creating opportunities – in the form of new policies, new strategies and forging new connections – by freeing thought from the constraints of the past.

Scenarios can enrich learning and decision-making at both the country and company level. In particular, they provide leaders with the ability to:

- Enhance a policy’s or strategy’s robustness by identifying and challenging underlying assumptions and established wisdom
- Make better strategic decisions by discovering and framing uncertainties, leading to a more informed understanding of the challenges involved with substantial and irreversible commitments, and contributing to strong and pre-emptive governmental or organizational positioning
- Improve awareness of change by shedding light on the complex interplay of underlying drivers and critical uncertainties, and enhancing sensitivity to weak and early signals of significant changes ahead
- Increase preparedness and agility for coping with the unexpected by visualizing possible futures and mentally rehearsing responses
- Ease mutual understanding and collaborative action by providing stakeholders with a common language and concepts in a non-threatening context, thereby allowing for the creation of effective and innovative multistakeholder options
Annex 2: Process and Stakeholder Engagement

This project builds on the outcomes of workshops and interviews held in the South Caucasus and Central Asia, as well as in some significant neighbouring countries.

- **Baku**
  - Azerbaijan
  - April 2013
  - World Economic Forum Strategic Dialogue on the Future of the South Caucasus and Central Asia, and interviews

- **Moscow**
  - Russian Federation
  - October 2013
  - Round-table discussion at the World Economic Forum Moscow Meeting

- **Astana**
  - Kazakhstan
  - May 2014
  - Panel discussion at the Astana Economic Forum

- **Davos-Klosters**
  - Switzerland
  - January 2014
  - Public panel discussion and high-level private dinner at the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting

- **Istanbul**
  - Turkey
  - November 2013
  - Workshop in collaboration with the Atlantic Council Energy and Economic Summit

- **Tbilisi**
  - Georgia
  - May 2014
  - Workshop and panel discussion

- **Dalian**
  - China
  - September 2013
  - Workshop at the Annual Meeting of the New Champions

- **Bishkek**
  - Kyrgyz Republic
  - June 2013
  - Workshop in collaboration with the University of Central Asia
Endnotes

1 Data about the state of the region’s economies can notably be found lacking at times. Encouraging improved data collection by and for countries in the region may be one important step towards strengthening the region’s future prosperity.

2 See the World Economic Forum’s Global Enabling Trade Report 2014 for more detail on the link between trade and economic growth.

3 For the purposes of its study, DHL considers South and Central Asia to include Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, India, Bangladesh, Nepal, Pakistan, Sri Lanka and Turkey.


5 While regional trade agreements may lead to both trade creation and trade diversion, reference is made here to the consensus view that the volumes and benefits of trade creation tend to outweigh the risks of trade diversion.

6 Cali, M.; Oliver, J. “West Bank Check-Points Damage Economy, Illustrate High Cost of Trade Barriers”, in The Trade Post, World Bank, 7 July 2013.


8 Mogilevskii, R. Trends and Patterns in Foreign Trade of Central Asian Countries, University of Central Asia, 2012.
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